
STAMP MESTAMP ME...
LETTERS OF THE UPPER CASE
NUMERALS - MATHEMATICAL OPERATIONS
SHAPES - PATTERNS

BENEFITS:

1. Allows them to start exploring their creativity.

2.  Placing of stamps exercises their dexterity skills.

3. Helps children learn how to follow instructions.

4. Stamping images on a page helps children learn left and right.

5. Helps with problem solving, for instance how to stop smudging.

6. Colouring in of images helps children with concentration.

7.Formation of letter stamps into words helps with literacy.

8. Helps stimulate imagination.

9.  Aides Fine motor skills, develops grip control, coordination, sequencing & basic academic skills.
 



BENEFITS:

1.  Children learn to take turns during Circle Time as well as develop patience and an 
     understanding of time - tools they will need as they grow, especially in school.
     Circle time also expands awareness of physical, sensory & language experiences
     through exposure to new songs, dances, various materials & other stimuli. 

2.  The children will know where to sit & follow instructions. The added benefits are 
     enhancing motor skills, motor planning, communication & expression, listening
     skills & building confidence & social interaction.

 



BLOWING ALONG THE LINEBLOWING ALONG THE LINE

BENEFITS:

1.  Ability to blow is essential for sound production.

2. Using whistles straws is important for lip protrution, blowing & sucking.

3. Child can use the straw to blow various size pompoms. The larger or heavier pompom
    or ball, the harder it is to blow.

4. Blowing also helps a child to coordinate their lips, cheeks & jaw with airflow.

6. This activity helps the child regulate the airflow necessary for speech production.

7. If the child is a beginner blower, have the child blow the smallest or the lightest pompom 
   without using the straw

TONG TRANSFERTONG TRANSFER

BENEFITS:

1 This game enhances eye-hand coordination, fine motor skills, bilateral coordination 
   pinch strengthening & control.

2. It builds attention & focus & motor planning skills.



SNAKES & LADDERSSNAKES & LADDERS

BENEFITS:

1.  These games bond people together while encouraging social skills, children
     can learn & develop skills like counting, colour recognition, reading & eye - hand
     coordination. 

2.  Children learn to interact with others to share & to take turns.

3. It enhances visual discrimination, spatial awareness, body awareness &
    gross motor skills.
    ( This game comes with different variations to teach values, good habits &
    positive behaviour. In different sizes too.)

 



BENEFITS:

1. Research shows that sensory play builds nerve connections in the brain’s pathways,
    which leads to the child’s ability to complete more complex learning task.

2. Sensory play supports language development, cognitive growth, motor skills, problem
    solving skills & social interaction.

3. This type of play aides in developing & enhancing memory.

4. Sensory play is great for calming an anxious or frustrated child. 

GARDEN

PLAY

OCEAN



BENEFITS:

1. It helps the child link up unrelated picture cards & form a story.

2. It develops imagination and instils creative thinking.

3. It builds vocabulary. Improves comprehension skills, sequencing & reading.

 

STORIES IN A BAGSTORIES IN A BAGSTORIES IN A BAG

BENEFITS:

1. It develops hand - eye coordination, fine / gross motor skills, shape
    recognition, memory, problem solving & visual perception skills.



BENEFITS:

1. It enhances physical & gross motor development. Children learn to 
follow instructions, waiting for their turn & develop social skills too.

2. It is sensorial learning & a kinesthetic game. Balance, agility, 
coordination & flexibility are developed as they play hopscotch 

 

TEXTURED HOPSCOTCH MATTEXTURED HOPSCOTCH MATTEXTURED HOPSCOTCH MAT

BENEFITS:

1. Eye hand coordination, balance,
    gross motor skills, flexibility, agility
    & speed.

 



FLOOR LUDOFLOOR LUDOFLOOR LUDO.......

BENEFITS:

1. LUDO as a floor game will help children understand the magnitude of numbers
    by improving their abilities to estimate, to count & to identify numbers. 

2. They also learn to take turns which will improve their sitting tolerance, follow
    the rules, accept winning & defeat gracefully & have the opportunity to learn.

3. This is a theme / concept based game which can be made in multiple variations.
    e.g. animals, colours, shapes, blends, historical, scientifical & geographical topics.

CREATIVE MOVEMENT PROPS..CREATIVE MOVEMENT PROPS..CREATIVE MOVEMENT PROPS..

BENEFITS:

1. Sensory awareness.

2. Enhancing social / interactive skills.

3. Vocab building.

4. Children see colourful fabric &
    begin to play. It helps child to express
    better & move freely in space.



BENEFITS:

1. It's a theme / concept based game
   which can be made in multiple variation
  e.g. numerals,alphabets, words, pre
academic concepts, scientific, geographical
historical, mathematical topics..etc

2. Housie can help develop children’s 
educational process.It challenges kids intellectually
which increases their capability to learn

3. It improves children’s ability to think critically
which is ever important for optimal cognitive
development.

4. It transforms the tedious routine of learning
to something exciting &fun

 



BENEFITS:

1. Children will learn to identify & express their emotions using a broader range
    of emotional vocabulary.

2. They will be able to identify, understand & regulate emotions.

3. Increase in emotional awareness will help them to know what they want. 
    what they need & what they don't want.

4. Build better relationships. 

 

FEELINGS & EMOTIONS KIT.....FEELINGS & EMOTIONS KIT.....FEELINGS & EMOTIONS KIT.....
(SET OF 8)



BENEFITS:

1. Vocabulary building

2. Gross Motor Skills

3. Group Dynamics

4. Visual Perception

5. Sequential Memory

6. Finger & Arm strength.

7. Fine Motor Skills.

8. Cognitive Game Play 

9. Perception Motor Skills.

 

3 IN ONE 
JUMBO CROSSWORD

WORD SEARCH
PEG SCRABBLE3 IN ONE ............
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ROLL A DICE.... ROLL A DICE.... ROLL A DICE.... 

BENEFITS:

1. Visual Scanning

2. Sentence Building

3. Balance & Coordination

4. Visual Perception

5. Social Skills

Roll a shape
Roll a creature
Roll a sentence
Roll an action
An arts dice free...



BENEFITS:

1. Eye hand coordination

2. Concept learning

3. Motor planning

4. Identification

5. Recognition of colours

6. Matching skills.

7. Fine motor skills.

8. Pincer development

9. It also enhances visual memory 
    & sensorial learning

10. Children learn to follow instructions & take turns

set of 4)(   



RHYMING WORDS, BLENDS, DIAGRAPHS.... RHYMING WORDS, BLENDS, DIAGRAPHS.... RHYMING WORDS, BLENDS, DIAGRAPHS.... 

BENEFITS:

1. Children will follow instructions 
    & wait for their turn.

2. It will help them differntiate sounds
    & a stress free way of learning.
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